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This expanded and revised U.S. Navy training course text provides thorough coverage of the basic

theory of electricity and its applications. It is unquestionably the best book of its kind for either broad

or more limited studies of electrical fundamentals.It is divided into 21 chapters and an extensive

section of appendixes. Chapters cover safety, fundamental concepts of electricity, batteries, series

direct-current circuits, network analysis of direct-current circuits, electrical conductors and wiring

techniques, electromagnetism and magnetic circuits, introduction to alternating-current electricity,

inductance, capacitance, inductive and capacitive reactance, fundamental alternating-current circuit

theory, direct-current generators, direct current motor magnetic amplifiers, and synchros and

servomechanisms. Appendixes acquaint lay readers with common terms, abbreviations, component

color-code, full load currents of motors, and cable types; they also supply trig functions, square and

square roots, basic formulas, and laws of exponents.Thus the reader is supplied with a complete

basic coverage of all important aspects of electricity. And, drawing on its ample funds, the Navy was

able to fill this text with dozens of illustrations so that the book becomes almost a multimedia

teaching process.This is an excellent text for classroom use or for home study. Students will also

find it a valuable supplement to courses in which theory is emphasized while little attention is paid to

application; it will also supplement a course in which this situation is reversed. In addition, Basic

Electricity serves the lay reader who simply wants a knowledge of fundamental concepts of

electricity or wishes to study more advanced concepts and applications. 1969 edition.
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I have been an Avionics Tech. for 30 years and bought this book for my son-in-law. I have had a

copy and used it for years to brush up on sometimes forgoten electrical principals. This book is so

good that the aircraft technical schools issue it to aviation mechanics for the AC and DC basics. If

you want to understand electricity, motors, generators, AC/DC theory...This book is for you!!!!!

This book is a fantastic reference guide to those interested in the field of Electricity. I found it

extremely useful, both as a guideline for choosing my rating in the Navy's Nuclear Power Program,

and as a basic reference guide in application. It is well thought out, and, laid out in a logical straight

forward matter. This book, coupled with some basic knowledge of electricity, will give you a broad

theoretical background in this fundamental subject.

Well presented,well organized, easy to follow, many many illustrations. This book explains in very

easy to understand language tha basic principles of electricity. I highly recommend it.

I am a 76 year-old man who tries to maintain brain function by studying schollarly topics. DC

electricity is the present obsession,so the knowledge can be applied to an entheusiasm for solar

panels.I bought several texts to be able to benefit from different author's versions of how to solve

the variety of math problems. I was never satisfied with any of them, so kept looking.On  Books was

listed an old US Navy Textbook, used by the entire Seventh Fleet, which included my ship, during

the Korean war.Feeling good about the idea, I purchased it.The other texts, all partly read, now sit

on a shelf.The Navy book, talks to your thinking like one man speaking to another, covers EVERY

topic in such a thorough manner that I never have used any of the other resource books . . . which

were all originally bought, one at a time to be the only text.The book speaks logic and reason to this

old mind, and I would recommend it to anyone who wants to be as good as the military Men and

Woman who run our present day technology in the war zones.

This is a really good textbook for the person who is just geeting in to the field of electricity. I am

studying to become an Aircraft Maintenance Engineer and I found this book extremely helpfull. It

doesn't go in to too much depth which is good because you don't get confused with what you are

tryingn to learn. All in all, a really good book.

I went through the Naval Nuclear Power School as an Electricians Mate, and this book is an



amazing additional supplement to the classes.It's not very good if you're trying to learn on your own,

but is a great tool with great examples if you're actually in some kind of school to learn about

electricity.I still use this book as a reference. I highly recommend it.

.This is the same material used to train ALL of the technicians in ALL of the electronics ratings in the

US Navy. I used this book, or one of its earlier versions, when I rode a Submarine in the

Eighties.The US Navy is the most technologically advanced combat force in human history. And this

is the material used to train their techs.'Nuff said.

Still the most comprehensive book on the fundamentals of electricity, They used to make all kinds of

instructional books and videos for the military, back when they were completely self sufficient. This

is one of those books. No need for anything else.
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